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chapter II: size does matter, or, recycle this!

A story in three chapters
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Chapter I



ambient noise “waste” energy



energy “scavenger”



it’s been done and it works!

about 30% efficiency!



related work by other groups



Now, what if ...

we make it (a lot) smaller

ambient noise thermal fluctuations
(a.k.a. Brownian motion)

Chapter II



the tale of an AFM tip

An Atomic Force Microscope can resolve 0.1 to 10 nm.

Thermal fluctuations impose a fundamental resolution limit

UHV

ULT



the tale of an AFM tip

A good tip thermal-fluctuates about 3 Angstrom (0.3 nm)
at room temperature

Tips can be magnetic (can have a permanent magnetic
moment).

“Bad” tips could fluctuate a few nanometers.

amplitude of the
fundamental
normal mode



a small electromagnatic generator

just add a coil to the picture

Brownian motion induced electromotive force

B(t)

e.m.f.

m



the missing link: a (very) small coil

B(m, r) = µ0
4πr3

[3(m · êr)êr −m]

ΦB =
∫
A

B · dA = µ0m
2

a2

(a2+h2)3/2

ε = − d
dt

ΦB
m = magnetic moment (dipole)
a = loop radius
h = proximity (loop center - tip)



the missing link: a (very) small coil

h→ h0 + k cosωt k � h0

εRMS ≈ 3µ0mω
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tipical values

Si cantilever (400× 40× 0.8 µ size)
natural frequency: ω = 9.4× 104 Hz
magnetic moment m = 9.3× 10−7 (1017 spins)

proximity h0 = 1 µ
amplitude k = 1 nm.
loop radius a = 5 µ εRMS ≈ 3.98× 10−7 V

(a∗ ≈ 0.8 µ, ε∗ ≈ 10−5 V) times N !!!



Chapter III

Re {· · ·}



intrinsic noise

Vn =
√

4kBTR∆f

tipical values for a single loop, using a gold nanowire

loop radius a = 5 µ
wire diameter φ = 50 nm
meassuring bandwidth ∆f = 1 Hz
room temperature

remember εRMS ≈ 3.98× 10−7 V

electrical resistance makes intrinsic (Johnson’s) noise

Vn ≈ 2.4× 10−9 V

the induced EMF should be about two orders of magnitude
larger than the noise !

times N !!!



real wires



real wires



real wires



real coils? possibly

contact pads

coil core
nanowire

viscous
drag

a) independent substrates b) joint substrates

c) coil winding d) flip chip



how fragile are the nanowires?
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another technique, planar coils



planar coils



1 mm 5 mm

cantilever making



cantilever making



placing the coil



device packaging



single loops. Gold over Cr/Si

epilogue



to be continued ...



conclusions

thanks !

For point source magnetic monents, the expected mea-
sured EMF should be 2 orders of magnitude larger than
the intrinsic noise

Signal strength and intrinsic noise could be controlled
by independent parameters (geometry and tempera-
ture, for instance)


